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Report Preparation 

An evaluation team of the Accrediting Commission of Junior and Community Colleges (ACCJC) 

visited American River College (ARC) on October 5-8, 2015. The college received the Team 

Evaluation Report and accompanying Action Letter from the Commission on February 5, 2016.  

The letter stated that after reviewing the Institutional Self Evaluation Report, evidentiary 

materials, and the report prepared by the evaluation team, the Commission acted to reaffirm 

accreditation for eighteen months and require a Follow-Up Report. The External Evaluation 

Team Report was disseminated to the College and posted on the ARC Accreditation webpage. 

The Action Letter and External Evaluation Report were discussed at subsequent meetings of the 

President’s Executive Staff (PES) [RP1.1, RP1.2] and of the Planning Coordination Council 

(PCC), the College’s central governance body comprised of the chairs of the standing 

committees, the PES, and the leaders of each College constituency [RP1.3, RP1.4, RP1.5]. 

 

In response to the recommendations resulting from the October 2015 team visit, both the College 

and the Los Rios Community College District (LRCCD) identified key personnel to guide the 

work to resolve the noted deficiencies (Table 1). The Accreditation Oversight Council (AOC), 

composed of the leaders of each College constituency, the PES, SLO coordinator, and 

curriculum chair, maintained general oversight of the work of the College in response to the 

recommendations. The Data Inquiry Group (DIG), with its membership representing faculty, 

staff, students, and administrators, examined proposals for addressing deficiencies. The DIG 

recommended these proposals for discussion and approval by the PCC. In addition, the 

Accreditation Liaison Officer (ALO) was appointed to oversee the writing of the Follow-Up 

Report for the College. 

 

Table 1: Follow-Up Report Leads and Coordinating Persons/Groups 
 

Recommendation Leads 
 

Coordinating Persons or 

Working Groups 

College Recommendation #1 

In order to meet the Standards, the evaluation 

team recommends that the College re-visit its 

institution-set standards within the 

participatory governance structure and ensure 

that accurate institutional data informs the 

establishment of those standards. The 

evaluation team further recommends that a 

College wide dialogue take place to ensure a 

clear understanding of the meaning, role, and 

importance of institution-set standards. Once 

institution-set standards are established, the 

evaluation team recommends that they be 

Dean of 

Planning, 

Research and 

Technology/

ALO 

 

Faculty 

Researcher  

 

SLO 

Coordinator 

DIG; PCC 

 

 

 

 

 

Office of Institutional 

Research 

 

SLO Assessment 

Committee (SLOAC) 

 

http://www.arc.losrios.edu/About_ARC/ARC_Accreditation.htm
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/rp11_pes_agenda_021016_20170309085943.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/rp12_pes_agenda_042716_20170309090005.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/rp13_pcc_agenda_3-7-16_20170307140132.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/rp14_pcc_meeting_notes_091216_20170307140224.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/rp15_pcc_meeting_notes_100316_20170307140245.pdf
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communicated to appropriate constituencies. 

Finally, the evaluation team recommends that 

institution-set standards be integrated into the 

College’s ongoing cycle of evaluation, 

integrated planning, resource allocation, 

implementation, and re-evaluation to ensure 

the improvement of institutional effectiveness. 

(Standards I.B.3-5, ER 10 and 19) 

Academic Senate 

 

Department Chairs 

   

 

District Recommendation #1 

In order to meet the Standard, the Evaluation 

Team recommends that LRCCD develop a 

comprehensive Technology Plan for the district 

which shall be integrated with the program 

review process and with the on-going and 

routine technology assessments done by 

District IT. The plan should align with and 

directly support the District Strategic Plan and 

the Colleges’ strategic plans. (Standard III.C.2) 

Deputy 

Chancellor 

LRCCD District 

Educational Technology 

Committee 

 

LRCCD College IT 

committees 

 

LRCCD District 

Accreditation Coordinating 

Committee 

District Recommendation #2 

In order to meet the Standard, the Evaluation 

Team recommends that the LRCCD develop a 

clearly-defined policy for selecting and 

evaluating the presidents of the Colleges. 

(Standard IV.B.1.j) 

Deputy 

Chancellor 

LRCCD Chancellor, Deputy 

Chancellor, Vice 

Chancellors 

 

LRCCD Chancellor’s 

Executive Team 

 

LRCCD Board of Trustees 

District Recommendation #3 

In order to meet the Standards as well as to 

improve institutional effectiveness and align 

policy with practice, the Evaluation Team 

recommends that the District modify the 

existing Board Policy 4111 to more clearly 

define that the chancellor delegates full 

responsibility, authority, and accountability to 

the presidents for the operations of the 

colleges. The Evaluation Team further 

recommends that Section 1.2 of Board Policy 

2411, which establishes the role of the 

president as the chief college administrator be 

added to the policy section 4000 – 

Administration. (Standards IV.B.2 and 

IV.B.3.e) 

Deputy 

Chancellor 

LRCCD Chancellor, Deputy 

Chancellor, Vice 

Chancellors 

 

LRCCD Chancellor’s 

Executive Team 

 

LRCCD Board of Trustees 
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Initial work on the resolution of deficiencies began upon receipt of the preliminary 

recommendations in the team’s exit report to the College following the site visit. Starting with 

dialogue in the Office of Institutional Research (OIR) and with the DIG, work on addressing the 

recommendations has been ongoing for more than twelve months. 
 

In September 2016, a first draft of the Follow-up Report was prepared by the ALO based on 

information and materials provided from DIG and SLOAC. This draft was sent to the College 

coordinating groups and the PCC for comment in December. The full timeline for report 

production is shown below: 
 

October 24, 2016          Follow-Up Report Process and Timeline Discussed by AOC 

 

November 7, 2016         Follow-Up Report Process and Timeline Discussed at PCC 

 

November 28, 2016       Draft Follow-Up Report Presented to AOC  
 

December 5, 2016        Draft Follow-Up Report Presented to PCC (1st Reading) 
  
December 5-January 29 Draft Follow-Up Report Vetted Through Constituency Groups 

  
January 30, 2017          Draft Follow-Up Report Presented to PCC (2nd Reading) 
  
February 1, 2017          Draft Follow-Up Report Due to LRCCD Office 

  
February 8, 2017          Board of Trustees Action on Follow-Up Report 
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Response to the Commission Action Letter   

College Recommendation 1 

 

In order to meet the Standards, the evaluation team recommends that the College re-visit 

its institution-set standards within the participatory governance structure and ensure that 

accurate institutional data informs the establishment of those standards. The evaluation 

team further recommends that a College wide dialogue take place to ensure a clear 

understanding of the meaning, role, and importance of institution-set standards. Once 

institution-set standards are established, the evaluation team recommends that they be 

communicated to appropriate constituencies. Finally, the evaluation team recommends that 

institution-set standards be integrated into the College’s ongoing cycle of evaluation, 

integrated planning, resource allocation, implementation, and re-evaluation to ensure the 

improvement of institutional effectiveness. (Standards I.B.3-5, ER 10 and 19)  
 
 

The following chronology describes the College’s ongoing efforts regarding institution-set 

standards from 2014 through spring 2015, the semester prior to the team visit: 
  

● Feb 21, 2014 – Institution-set standards discussed with institutional researchers at 

LRCCD District Research Council [CR1.1] 

● Feb 26, 2014 -- Institution-set standards discussed at President’s Executive Staff meeting 

[CR1.2] 

● March 3, 2014 -- Institution-set standards discussed at the PCC, which included 

representation from all participatory governance groups, including managers, the 

Academic Senate, the Classified Senate, and the Associated Student Body [CR1.3] 

● March 31, 2014 -- Institution-set standards established for course completion, degrees, 

certificates, transfers, and Career Technical Education (CTE) pass rates reported to 

ACCJC [CR1.4] 

● March 18, 2015 -- Institution-set standards for CTE pass rates and job placements rates 

discussed at Deans meeting [CR1.5] 

● March 30, 2015 -- Institution-set standards established for course completion, degrees, 

certificates, transfers, and CTE pass rates and job placement rates reported to ACCJC 

[CR1.6] 

● April 6, 2015 -- OIR presented to PCC a Key Effectiveness Indicators proposal with 

institution-set standards as a component [CR1.7] and approved by PCC [CR1.8] 

● April 16, 2015 -- ACCJC Annual Report and institution-set standards discussed by Data 

DIG, which included representation from all constituent groups including administration, 

faculty, classified staff, and students. Institution-set standards results reviewed [CR1.9] 

 

 

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr11_district_research_meeting_minutes,_february_21_2014_20170307135306.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr12_report_to_pes_from_prt_2014_02_26_20170307135342.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr13_pcc_minutes_2014_03_03_20170307135432.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr14_2014_accjc_annual_report_20170307135501.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr15_deans_meeting_agenda_march_18,_2015_20170307135532.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr16_2015_accjc_annual_report_20170307135612.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr17_pcc_minutes_2015-04-06_20170307135637.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr18_pcc_draft_minutes_11215_20170307135704.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr19_dig_presentation-iss-october2015_20170307135732.pdf
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Promptly following the October 2015 ACCJC site visit, the OIR re-visited institution-set 

standards with the DIG [CR1.10]. With clarification that institution-set standards are to be 

defined as minimal acceptable standards of performance, below which the institution would find 

its performance unacceptable and take corrective action [CR1.11], the OIR proposed a revised 

methodology for institution-set standards that aligns with that definition. The revised 

methodology also addressed a district policy change that occurred in summer 2012, which 

impacted drop dates and transcript notation, resulting in a systematic lowering of course success 

rates from fall 2012 onward [CR1.12]. Further, the OIR outlined other institution-set standards 

that should be developed to encompass the full scope of the College’s mission; the calculation 

and communication of institution-set standards results to prompt dialogue and action; providing 

avenues for explicitly integrating institution-set standards within the College’s ongoing cycle of 

evaluation, planning, resource allocation, and program review; and emphasized the need to 

document the formal process for how institution-set standards will be reviewed, assessed, and 

acted upon [CR1.13, CR1.14]. 
 

Institution-Set Standards Methodology 

In February 2016, following receipt of the Commission’s action letter, the OIR presented these 

proposals to the College for revisiting institution-set standards within its participatory 

governance structure with dialogue occurring within the DIG [CR1.15], [CR1.16], [CR1.17], 

PCC [CR1.18, CR1.19, CR1.20, CR1.21, CR1.22], Senior Leadership Team [CR1.23], and PES 

[CR1.24, CR1.25, [CR1.26]. Dialogue included representatives of the Academic Senate, 

Classified Senate, and the Associated Student Body.  
 

This revised methodology begins by computing the average metric over the last three years. 

Then, a 95% confidence interval is built around that average and the lower limit is used as the 

standard. This metric distinguishes random year-to-year variations that do not require action 

from significant decreases in success that may require the allocation of College support and 

resources. With this methodology, there is only a 1 in 40 chance that the current year result could 

fall below the 95% confidence interval lower limit by random chance alone. Instead, results 

below the standard are more likely to reflect a significant decrease that deserves closer attention 

and the allocation of College support and resources. Academic year is treated as the unit of 

observation and a t distribution with 2 degrees of freedom is assumed [CR1.27]. This proposal 

was presented and discussed with the DIG [CR1.28] and subsequently forwarded to PCC for 

consideration and action [CR1.29]. Revising the methodology for calculating ISS was a 

necessary step for ensuring that accurate institutional data informs the establishment of the 

College’s standards. 

 

Additional Institution-Set Standards 

With the adoption of the aforementioned revised methodology, the College approved and 

implemented a series of proposals [CR1.30, CR1.31, CR1.32] to ensure a clear understanding of 

the meaning, role, and importance of institution-set standards. These proposals included the 

formal adoption of a comprehensive list of institution-set standards, comprised of course success 

rates, degrees, certificates, and transfers, which inform how the College is achieving its stated 

mission [CR1.33]. Additionally, further dialogue within the DIG prompted the OIR to propose to 

the Basic Skills Committee the development and adoption of a basic skills metric for institution-

set standards in English Writing, English Reading, Mathematics, and ESL to gauge how the 

College is helping students to successfully accomplish learning in developmental education 

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr110_iss-accjc_notes_for_dig_10-20-2015_20170307135757.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr111_manual_for_institutiona_oct_2015_revised_edition_page22__20170310093743.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr112_dig_confidence_interval_proposal-october2015_20170307135846.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr113_dig_agenda_10-20-15_20170307135914.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr114_dig_minutes_oct_20,_2015_20170307135940.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr115_dig_agenda_12-1-15_20170307140001.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr116_dig_minutes_12-1-15_20170309084902.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr117_revisiting_iss_at_arc_12-1-2015_20170309084938.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr118_pcc_agenda_12-7-15_20170309085031.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr119_pcc_agenda_2-1-16_20170309085058.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr120_pcc_agenda_3-7-16_20170309085122.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr121_pcc_meeting_notes_(draft)091216_20170309085145.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr122_pcc_agenda_100316_20170309085303.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr123_slt_iss_communication_1-13-16_20170309085327.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr124_pes_agenda_102115_20170309085352.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr125_pes_agenda_120215_20170309085411.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr126_pes_agenda_120715_20170309085436.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr127_ci_proposal_institution_set_standards_20170309085458.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr128_dig_minutes_oct_20,_2015_20170309085523.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr129_pcc_draft_minutes_12-7-15_20170309085548.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr130_dig_agenda_10-20-15_20170309085618.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr131_dig_minutes_oct_20,_2015_20170309085639.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr132_pcc_agenda_12-7-15_20170309085658.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr133_revisiting_iss_at_arc_12-7-2015_20170309085718.pdf
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[CR1.34, CR1.35, CR1.36]. Also, dialogue led to the development and adoption of job 

placement rate and licensure rate institution-set standards to gauge how the College is helping 

students regarding learning and achievement in CTE.  

 

To prompt focused department level dialogue regarding institution-set standards, the College 

also adopted and implemented department-set standards [CR1.37]. These are institution-set 

standards at the departmental level. These department-set standards utilize the same 

methodology used for course success rates for institution-set standards (the 95% confidence 

interval lower limit), but disaggregated by department. Department chairs access these results 

through the same website used for their annual unit planning process, Program Review, and 

Student Learning Outcomes Assessment [CR1.38, CR1.39]. Department-set standards are 

calculated by the OIR, communicated to department chairs, and serve to prompt review, 

dialogue, and action by these departments. 

 

Presented below in Table 2 are the results for the College’s institution-set standards, as reported 

to the ACCJC in the 2016 Annual Report [CR1.40]. Table 3 shows the results for basic skills 

pipeline success, and Table 4 presents CTE job placement rates.  
 
 

Table 2. Institution-Set Standards reported to ACCJC 

Metric 

Institution Set Standard (95% CI 

Lower Limit based on previous 3 

Year Avg) 

Fall 2015, 

2014-2015 

Results 

Standard 

Met? 

Course Success 

Rate (Fall) (14a.) 70.1% 70.5% Yes 

Degrees (15b.) 1407.2 1731 Yes 

Certificates* (15c.) 276.7 441 Yes 

Transfers (17a.) 626 1170 Yes 

*Qualifying Certificates are those leading to gainful employment 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr134_basic_skills_iss_email_4-19-16_20170309085802.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr135_basic_skills_iss_pipeline_success_20170309085838.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr136_basicskills_minutes_2016-03-17_20170309085919.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr136_basicskills_minutes_2016-03-17_20170309085919.pdf
https://emp.arc.losrios.edu/
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr138_dss_sample_website_20170309114009.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr139_dss_interface_sample_data_20170309114037.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr140_accjc_annual_report_2016_20170309114109.pdf
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Table 3. Basic Skills Pipeline Success Institution-Set Standards 
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Table 4. CTE Job Placement Rates and Institution-Set Standards 
 

 
 

 

 

Departments wherein their department-set standards fall below the lower limit are directed to 

establish an action plan for improving student success. In fall 2016, 93% of departments met 

their department-set standard. Representative action plans established by the five departments 

that fell below their department-set standards include the following action items: 

 

● Modifying our instruction, curriculum, or seeking student support services 

● Engaging in dialogue to explore ways to modify our instruction, curriculum, or seek 

student support services 
● Requesting resources in our annual unit plan 
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Communicating Results  
To ensure that institution-set standards are communicated to appropriate constituencies on a 

regular basis, the College has formally adopted a process for communicating institution-set 

standards results on an ongoing basis. The OIR is responsible for calculating the institution-set 

standards results annually and communicating those results to the participatory governance 

groups and other responsible parties for dissemination via the PCC [CR1.41]. For CTE 

programs, deans are responsible for sharing data and receiving feedback about action plans 

regarding institution-set standards for job placement rates and licensure rates [CR1.42, CR1.43]. 

Also, faculty discuss job placement rates and provide students with job placement information to 

encourage improved employment rates [CR1.44]. For programs that include developmental 

education, the Basic Skills Committee is responsible for conducting dialogue in reviewing 

institution-set standards results [CR1.45, CR1.46, CR1.47].  
 

Integrated Planning 

To ensure that institution-set standards prompt dialogue and action, the College integrated 

institution-set standards into its ongoing cycle of evaluation, integrated planning, resource 

allocation, implementation, and re-evaluation. To ensure the improvement of institutional 

effectiveness, all instructional departments are required to review their department-set standard 

data on an ongoing basis. Due to technical limitations of the website, the process for department-

set standards was initiated in fall 2016 alongside the regular process for unit planning, and 

included departmental review, dialogue, and action on department-set standards. In the next 

annual unit planning cycle, departmental review, dialogue, and action on department-set 

standards will be incorporated into the regular process. Table 5 shows an annual schedule for 

calculating institution-set standards, dialogue with representative groups, and integration with the 

unit planning process. 
 
 

Table 5. Schedule for Action on Institution-Set Standards 
 

Metric 

Calculation of 

Institution-Set 

Standards Dialogue 

Integration with 

Annual Planning 

Course Success Rate, 

Degrees, Certificates, 

Transfers February March  

Basic Skills Pipeline  February April April 

CTE Job Placement Rates February March March/April 

Department-Set Standards February February/March March/April 

 
 

Assessing the Process 

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr14_2014_accjc_annual_report_20170307135501.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr142_deans_meeting_agenda_march_18,_2015_20170309114204.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr143_job_placement_rates_iss_-_oir_email_to_vpi_20170309114227.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr144_job_placement_rates_-_16-17_iss_analysis_final_20170309114252.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr145_job_postings_-_designtech_20170309114315.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr146_basic_skills_iss_pipeline_success_20170309114340.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr147_basicskills_agenda_2016-04-21_20170309114413.pdf
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To ensure that institution-set standards continue to be appropriate and effective at ARC, the 

College has adopted a regular cycle to evaluate all aspects of how institution-set standards are 

calculated, communicated, integrated, and lead to action and improvement. This evaluation will 

occur every three years, with the next evaluation scheduled for spring 2019. The responsible 

parties to lead this evaluation are the OIR, DIG, and PCC [CR1.48, CR1.49]. 
 

College Recommendation 1 included reference to Eligibility Requirement (ER) 19 per the 

findings regarding the publishing of student learning outcomes, as was noted in the evaluation 

team’s report: 
 

ER 19. Institutional Planning and Evaluation 

The evaluation team confirmed that the College has an integrated institutional planning, 

resource allocation, and evaluation process that includes the assessment of student learning 

outcomes and assesses progress towards achieving stated goals. The College publishes 

student learning outcomes at all levels, however student learning outcome assessment 

results were not found by the evaluation team on the College’s public website. Rather, the 

evaluation team found counts of completed program-level assessments. 
 

Student learning outcomes (SLOs) are established for virtually every program offered at 

American River College. These outcomes can be found in the College catalog. Assessment of 

program level SLOs relies on ARC's three-year cycle of course-level SLO assessment. This 

strategy is supported by the Curriculum Committee’s diligent review of each program’s required 

courses, which includes a requirement that all program SLOs explicitly map to (i.e. are clearly 

supported by) one or more of the required courses for a degree or a certificate requiring six or 

more units. These SLO program mapping matrices are completed by departments and are 

reviewed by the members of the SLO Assessment and Curriculum committees. 
 

Oversight of the faculty's continuous review of student achievement of course SLOs is 

accomplished using multiple measures. The broadest measure is the Authentic Assessment 

Review Record (AARR) in which faculty record student achievement of specific SLOs based on 

one or more authentic assessments that they regularly perform in their classes. Disciplines have 

been grouped into three cohorts so that all disciplines are actively engaged in one part of the 

formal three-year cycle of documentation of assessment, planning, and implementation at all 

times.   
 

The latest information regarding program specific student achievement of SLOs is provided via a 

link to Program Level Student Learning Outcomes page [CR1.50] on the College’s public 

website within two clicks of the main landing page. Below is an example of a typical SLO 

assessment report available for public review. All SLOs have been assessed within the regular 

three-year cycle. With the transition from the prior format to the AARR process, completion of 

the first cycle for all disciplines using the AARR will occur in fall 2017. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr148_dig_notes_12-1-15_20170309114432.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr149_pcc_agenda_2-1-16_20170309114456.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr150_arc_student_learning_outcomes_webpage_20170309114534.pdf
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Typical SLO Assessment Report as Available for Public Review 
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District Recommendation 1 

 

In order to meet the standards, the Evaluation Team recommends that the LRCCD 

develop a comprehensive Technology Plan for the District. The plan should be integrated 

with the program review process and with the on-going and routine technology assessments 

done by District Information Technology. The Technology Plan should align with and 

directly support the District Strategic Plan and the colleges’ strategic plans. (Standard 

III.C.2)  
  

In spring 2016, following receipt of the district-level recommendation to develop a LRCCD 

technology plan, District and College executive staff determined that in addition to using regular 

District and College program review results and routine technology assessments done by District 

Office Information Technology (DOIT), the entire District would benefit from a third-party 

technology assessment. Therefore, LRCCD hired a team of consultants from CampusWorks, Inc. 

to assess LRCCD technology operations, provide input on the overall technology strategic 

objectives already in place, and assess students’ technology experiences at the Colleges and 

District. The CampusWorks team reviewed over 165 documents provided by the District and its 

four colleges prior to and during their visits to all five sites. The documents included District and 

College strategic and/or technology plans [DR1.1, DR1.2, DR1.3], technology related program 

reviews and unit plans [DR1.4, DR1.5], and other assessments and documents. At the conclusion 

of their review, the CampusWorks team provided the district with a Second Opinion Technology 

Assessment Report [DR1.6] on May 17, 2016. 

 

During that same spring 2016 semester, LRCCD completed its 2016 District Strategic Plan [DR 

1.1], which it had begun in fall 2015. The plan was developed with input from multiple 

stakeholders, including the Board of Trustees, students, faculty, classified staff and 

administrators from across the district, and community stakeholders. The 2016 plan, which 

includes updated vision, mission, and values statements and five goals, was approved by the 

Board of Trustees at its May 11, 2016 meeting. The five goals are: 

1. Establish effective pathways that optimize student access and success 

2. Ensure equitable academic achievement across all racial, ethnic, socioeconomic and 

gender groups 

3. Provide exemplary teaching and learning opportunities 

4. Lead the region in workforce development 

5. Foster an outstanding working and learning environment 

 

Each goal has its own strategies designed to successfully implement the goal.  Eleven strategies 

which directly relate to technology include: 

● Implement improved class scheduling system to better meet student needs (Goal 1, 

Strategy 2) 

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr11_2016_lrccd_strategic_plan_20170309154101.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr12_arctechnologymasterplan2014-2019_20170309154122.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr13_arcdistanceeducationplan2015_20170309154145.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr14_doit_pr_9-8-16_20170309154206.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr15_doit-unit-pln-1516_20170309154227.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr16_campusworks_techassessrpt_20170309154248.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr11_2016_lrccd_strategic_plan_20170309154101.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr11_2016_lrccd_strategic_plan_20170309154101.pdf
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● Promote communication channels that increase awareness of course offerings, deadlines, 

services, programs, resources and events (Goal 1, Strategy 3) 

● Monitor student progress and proactively engage with at-risk students prior to key 

milestones (first semester, 30 units, 70 units, etc.) (Goal 1, Strategy 4) 

● Increase professional development opportunities related to teaching methods, equity, 

instructional technology, discipline-specific knowledge and student services (Goal 3, 

Strategy 2) 

● Ensure that all classroom personnel, with a focus on new and adjunct faculty, have the 

necessary resources needed to engage in improvement of curriculum, teaching and 

learning (Goal 3, Strategy 4) 

● Provide resources to enhance student learning, outcomes, development and assessment 

(Goal 3, Strategy 6) 

● Improve the assessment-for-placement process through diagnostic assessment, multiple 

measures and increased preparation prior to assessment (Goal 3, Strategy 7). 

● Increase staff and manager participation in professional development activities (Goal 5, 

Strategy 1). 

● Coordinate and communicate college sustainability efforts to further implement best 

practices across the District (Goal 5, Strategy 4) 

● Complete and implement a District Technology Plan (Goal 5, Strategy 5) 

● Streamline business processes, including appropriate use of technology to improve 

workforce efficiency and better serve students (Goal 5, Strategy 6) 

 

The District Technology Plan Steering Committee [DR1.7] was formed in late spring 2016 to 

hear the results of the CampusWorks assessment and begin its work to create a comprehensive 

district technology plan. The committee met through fall 2016 to continue overseeing the plan’s 

development [DR1.8, DR1.9, DR1.10]. Based on the CampusWorks assessment report, the 2016 

District Strategic Plan, and ACCJC Accreditation Standard III.C [DR1.11], the committee 

identified the areas of district-supported technology the plan needed to address. Technology 

responsibilities supported primarily by the Colleges, such as the selection, purchase, and 

maintenance of classroom technology, are not included in the District plan. At American River 

College, technology responsibilities are covered in the College’s Technology Master Plan 

[DR1.2] and Distance Education Plan [DR1.3]. 

 

The District Technology Plan Steering Committee agreed that the initial development of 

individual technology plan sections should be drafted by those individuals who have expertise 

and responsibility for those particular types of technology. Thus, the Vice Chancellor of Finance 

and Administration worked with the Colleges’ Vice Presidents of Administration to review and 

develop items regarding College IT budget and personnel responsibilities, the College learning 

management system (LMS) faculty coordinators and DOIT LMS support personnel worked on 

the LMS-related items, the district police worked on campus security-related technology items, 

etc. In late November 2016, the draft plan was sent to College and District leaders for review 

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr17_district_technology_plan_steering_committee_membership_20170309154310.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr18_tech_plan_meeting_notes_051716_20170309154330.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr19_tech_plan_meeting_notes_090816_20170309154614.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr110_tech_plan_meeting_notes_102516_20170309154637.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr111_accjcstdiiieditnov12_20170309154705.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr12_arctechnologymasterplan2014-2019_20170309154122.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr13_arcdistanceeducationplan2015_20170309154145.pdf
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with their constituencies and the opportunity to submit comments and proposed edits before a 

final draft plan was sent to the Board of Trustees for action at its February 8, 2017 meeting 

[DR1.12, DR1.13]. 

  

 

District Recommendation 2 

 

In order to meet the Standard, the Evaluation Team recommends that the LRCCD develop 

a clearly-defined policy for selecting and evaluating the presidents of the colleges. 

(Standard IV.B.1.j) 
 

In spring 2016, the LRCCD developed clearly defined Board Policies and Administrative 

Regulations for recruiting and selecting College presidents. The policies were approved by the 

Board of Trustees at its April 13, 2016 meeting [DR2.1], and the regulations were approved by 

the Chancellor’s Cabinet at its January 25, 2016 meeting [DR2.2].  Policy 9123 Selection and 

Recruitment: College President [DR2.3] describes the authority to recruit for a vacant College 

President position, the building of the applicant pool, and the qualifications an applicant must 

possess to be considered for the position. Policy 9123 is supported by Regulation 9123 [DR2.4] 

Recruitment: College President which further details the College President position job 

description, opportunity for lateral transfer, building of an applicant pool, necessary applicant 

qualifications, and certification of the applicant pool by the Associate Vice Chancellor of Human 

Resources. At the same meeting, the Board of Trustees approved Policy 9124 Initial Selection: 

College President [DR2.5] which describes the authority for establishing the selection process, 

selection criteria, educational management position qualifications, appointment process, 

retirement system participation requirements, and fingerprinting requirements. Policy 9124 is 

supported by Regulation 9124 Initial Selection: College President [DR2.6]. The regulation 

describes the College President application review and selection processes, status of District 

management employees who are selected for a College presidency, the terms of the appointment, 

and the fingerprinting process. These policies and regulations will be followed in selecting future 

College Presidents and will be regularly reviewed and updated as necessary. 
 

Policy 9142 Performance Evaluation Chancellor and Presidents, Section 2.0 [DR2.7], describes 

the annual evaluation process of College Presidents by the District Chancellor. The evaluation 

includes achievement of annually established goals and provides opportunity for input from any 

College or District constituency. The policy was approved by the Board of Trustees on 

December 15, 2010 [DR2.8] and has been followed since that time.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr112_february-8-2017-bot_minutes_20170309154724.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr113_approved_district_technology_plan_020817_20170309154743.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_21_lrccd_board_minutes_4-13-16_20170309161143.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_22_lrccd_cabinet_minutes_1-25-16_20170309161202.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_23_p-9123_20170309163312.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_24_r-9123_20170309163339.pdf
http://www.losrios.edu/board-of-trustees/media/minutes/2016/trustee_minutes_04-13.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_25_p-9124_20170309161310.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_26_r-9124_20170309164101.pdf
http://www.losrios.edu/legal/Policies/P-9000/P-9142.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_27_p-9142_20170309164643.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_28_lrccd_board_minutes_12-15-10_20170309161426.pdf
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District Recommendation 3 

 

In order to meet the Standards as well as to improve institutional effectiveness and align 

policy with practice, the Evaluation Team recommends that the District modify the existing 

Board Policy 4111 to more clearly define that the chancellor delegates full responsibility, 

authority, and accountability to the presidents for the operations of the colleges.  The 

Evaluation Team further recommends that Section 1.2 of Board Policy 2411, which 

establishes the role of the president as the chief college administrator be added to the policy 

section 4000 – Administration. (Standards IV.B.2, and IV.B.3.e) 
 
 

The Los Rios Community College District used the language of Board Policy 2411 Student 

Rights and Responsibilities, Section 1.2 [DR3.1], which states “The president of a college in the 

District serves as the chief administrator of the college and is responsible for the overall 

supervision of the operation of the college in conformity with the directives and duties as defined 

by the District Chancellor and consistent with the policies of the Board of Trustees.” to inform 

the modification of Board Policy 4111 Administrative [DR3.2]. Board Policy 4111 now includes 

Section 1.4, which states, “The President of a College in the District serves as the chief 

administrator of the College and is responsible for the overall supervision of the operation of the 

College in conformity with the directives and duties as defined by the Chancellor and consistent 

with the District Policies of the Board of Trustees. The Chancellor delegates full responsibility 

and authority to the College Presidents to implement and administer delegated District Policies 

without interference and holds College Presidents accountable for the operation of the College.” 

The modification was approved by the Board of Trustees at its April 13, 2016 meeting [DR3.3].  

The approved language of the modified policy aligns the policy with ongoing administrative 

practice. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_31_p-2411_20170309165452.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_32_p-4111__20170309165829.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/lrccd_board_minutes_4-13-16_20170315144906.pdf
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Appendix: Evidence 

Evidence for Report Preparation 

 

RP 1.1  President’s Executive Staff Agenda February 10, 2016  

RP 1.2  President’s Executive Staff Agenda April 27, 2016  

RP 1.3  Planning Coordination Council Agenda March 7, 2016 

RP 1.4  Planning Coordination Council Minutes September 12, 2016 

RP 1.5  Planning Coordination Council Minutes October 3, 2016 

Evidence for Recommendations to Meet the Standards 

College Recommendation 1 

 

CR 1.1 District Research Council Minutes -- February 24, 2014 

CR 1.2 Report to PES from PRT -- February 26, 2014 

CR 1.3 PCC Minutes -- March 3, 2014 

CR 1.4 2014 ACCJC Annual Report 

CR 1.5 Deans Meeting Agenda -- March 18, 2015 

CR 1.6 2015 ACCJC Annual Report 

CR 1.7 PCC Minutes -- April 6, 2015 

CR 1.8 PCC Minutes November 2, 2015 

CR 1.9 DIG Agenda and Minutes -- April 6, 2015 

CR 1.10 Institution Set Standards Notes for DIG October 20, 2015 

CR 1.11 Manual for Institutional Self Evaluation October 2015, p.22 

CR 1.12 Confidence Interval Proposal to DIG 

CR 1.13 DIG Agenda October 20, 2015  

CR 1.14 DIG Minutes October 20, 2015 

CR 1.15 DIG Agenda December 1, 2015 

CR 1.16 DIG Minutes December 1, 2015 

CR 1.17 Revisiting Institution Set Standards Presentation 

CR 1.18 PCC Agenda December 7, 2015 

CR 1.19 PCC Agenda February 1, 2016 

CR 1.20 PCC Agenda March 7, 2016 

CR 1.21 PCC Minutes September 12, 2016 

CR 1.22 PCC Agenda October 3, 2016 

CR 1.23 SLT Communication January 13, 2016 

CR 1.24 PES Agenda October 21, 2015 

CR 1.25 PES Agenda December 2, 2015 

CR 1.26 PES Agenda December 9, 2015 

CR 1.27 Confidence Interval Proposal for Institution Set Standards 

CR 1.28 DIG Minutes October 20, 2015 

CR 1.29 PCC Minutes December 7, 2015 

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/rp11_pes_agenda_021016_20170309085943.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/rp12_pes_agenda_042716_20170309090005.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/rp13_pcc_agenda_3-7-16_20170307140132.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/rp14_pcc_meeting_notes_091216_20170307140224.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/rp15_pcc_meeting_notes_100316_20170307140245.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr11_district_research_meeting_minutes,_february_21_2014_20170307135306.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr12_report_to_pes_from_prt_2014_02_26_20170307135342.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr13_pcc_minutes_2014_03_03_20170307135432.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr14_2014_accjc_annual_report_20170307135501.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr15_deans_meeting_agenda_march_18,_2015_20170307135532.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr16_2015_accjc_annual_report_20170307135612.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr17_pcc_minutes_2015-04-06_20170307135637.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr18_pcc_draft_minutes_11215_20170307135704.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr19_dig_presentation-iss-october2015_20170307135732.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr110_iss-accjc_notes_for_dig_10-20-2015_20170307135757.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr111_manual_for_institutiona_oct_2015_revised_edition_page22__20170310093743.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr112_dig_confidence_interval_proposal-october2015_20170307135846.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr113_dig_agenda_10-20-15_20170307135914.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr114_dig_minutes_oct_20,_2015_20170307135940.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr115_dig_agenda_12-1-15_20170307140001.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr116_dig_minutes_12-1-15_20170309084902.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr117_revisiting_iss_at_arc_12-1-2015_20170309084938.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr118_pcc_agenda_12-7-15_20170309085031.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr119_pcc_agenda_2-1-16_20170309085058.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr120_pcc_agenda_3-7-16_20170309085122.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr121_pcc_meeting_notes_(draft)091216_20170309085145.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr122_pcc_agenda_100316_20170309085303.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr123_slt_iss_communication_1-13-16_20170309085327.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr124_pes_agenda_102115_20170309085352.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr125_pes_agenda_120215_20170309085411.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr126_pes_agenda_120715_20170309085436.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr127_ci_proposal_institution_set_standards_20170309085458.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr128_dig_minutes_oct_20,_2015_20170309085523.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr129_pcc_draft_minutes_12-7-15_20170309085548.pdf
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CR 1.30 DIG Agenda October 2, 2015 

CR 1.31 DIG Minutes October 20, 2015 

CR 1.32 PCC Agenda December 7, 2015 

CR 1.33 Institution Set Standards Proposals  

CR 1.34 Basic Skills Committee Communication 

CR 1.35 Basic Skills ISS Pipeline Success Rates  

CR 1.36 Basic Skills Committee Minutes March 17, 2016 

CR 1.37 Department-Set Standards Communication to Department Chairs 

CR 1.38 Sample of Website for Department Set Standards 

CR 1.39 Department Set Standards Webpage 

CR 1.40 ACCJC 2016 Annual Report 

CR 1.41 PCC Agenda May 2, 2016 

CR 1.42 Area Deans Meeting Agenda March 18, 2015 

CR 1.43 OIR email to VPI re: Job Placement Rates and ISS 

CR 1.44 Design Technology Job Information 

CR 1.45 Basic Skills ISS Pipeline Success Rates 

CR 1.46 Basic Skills ISS Graphs 

CR 1.47 Basic Skills Committee Agenda April 21, 2016 

CR 1.48 DIG Meeting Notes December 1, 2015 

CR 1.49  PCC Agenda February 1, 2016 

CR 1.50 Program Level Student Learning Outcomes 

  

District Recommendation 1 

 

DR 1.1  2016 District Strategic Plan 

DR 1.2  ARC Technology Master Plan 

DR 1.3  ARC Distance Education Plan 

DR 1.4  2016 DOIT Program Review 

DR 1.5  2016 DOIT Unit Plan 

DR 1.6  CampusWorks’ Second Opinion Technology Assessment Report 

DR 1.7  District Technology Plan Steering Committee Membership 

DR 1.8  District Technology Plan Steering Committee Minutes 05-17-16 

DR 1.9  District Technology Plan Steering Committee Minutes 09-08-16 

DR 1.10 District Technology Plan Steering Committee Minutes 10-25-16 

DR 1.11 ACCJC Accreditation Standard III.C 

DR 1.12 LRCCD Board of Trustees Minutes 02-08-17 

DR 1.13 2017 District Technology Plan 

District Recommendation 2  

 

DR 2.1  LRCCD Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes of April 13, 2016  

DR 2.2  Chancellor’s Cabinet Meeting Minutes of January 25, 2016 

DR 2.3  Board Policy 9123 

DR 2.4  Administrative Regulation 9123 

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr130_dig_agenda_10-20-15_20170309085618.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr131_dig_minutes_oct_20,_2015_20170309085639.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr132_pcc_agenda_12-7-15_20170309085658.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr133_revisiting_iss_at_arc_12-7-2015_20170309085718.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr134_basic_skills_iss_email_4-19-16_20170309085802.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr135_basic_skills_iss_pipeline_success_20170309085838.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/basicskills_minutes_2016-03-17_20160419093614.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr136_basicskills_minutes_2016-03-17_20170309085919.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr138_dss_sample_website_20170309114009.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr139_dss_interface_sample_data_20170309114037.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr140_accjc_annual_report_2016_20170309114109.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr141_pcc_agenda_5-2-16_20170309114136.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr142_deans_meeting_agenda_march_18,_2015_20170309114204.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr143_job_placement_rates_iss_-_oir_email_to_vpi_20170309114227.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr145_job_postings_-_designtech_20170309114315.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr146_basic_skills_iss_pipeline_success_20170309114340.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr147_basicskills_agenda_2016-04-21_20170309114413.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr148_dig_notes_12-1-15_20170309114432.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr149_pcc_agenda_2-1-16_20170309114456.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr150_arc_student_learning_outcomes_webpage_20170309114534.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/cr150_arc_student_learning_outcomes_webpage_20170309114534.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr11_2016_lrccd_strategic_plan_20170309154101.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr12_arctechnologymasterplan2014-2019_20170309154122.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr13_arcdistanceeducationplan2015_20170309154145.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr14_doit_pr_9-8-16_20170309154206.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr15_doit-unit-pln-1516_20170309154227.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr16_campusworks_techassessrpt_20170309154248.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr17_district_technology_plan_steering_committee_membership_20170309154310.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr18_tech_plan_meeting_notes_051716_20170309154330.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr19_tech_plan_meeting_notes_090816_20170309154614.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr110_tech_plan_meeting_notes_102516_20170309154637.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr111_accjcstdiiieditnov12_20170309154705.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr112_february-8-2017-bot_minutes_20170309154724.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr113_approved_district_technology_plan_020817_20170309154743.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_21_lrccd_board_minutes_4-13-16_20170309161143.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_22_lrccd_cabinet_minutes_1-25-16_20170309161202.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_23_p-9123_20170309163312.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_24_r-9123_20170309163339.pdf
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DR 2.5  Board Policy 9124 

DR 2.6  Administrative Regulation 9124 

DR 2.7  Board Policy 9142  

DR 2.8  LRCCD Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes of December 15, 2010 

District Recommendation 3 

 

DR 3.1  Board Policy 2411  

DR 3.2  Board Policy 4111 

DR 3.3  LRCCD Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes of April 13, 2016 

 

 

 

 

  

https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_25_p-9124_20170309161310.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_26_r-9124_20170309164101.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_27_p-9142_20170309164643.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_28_lrccd_board_minutes_12-15-10_20170309161426.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_31_p-2411_20170309165452.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/dr_32_p-4111__20170309165829.pdf
https://arcdocs.arc.losrios.edu/docs/lrccd_board_minutes_4-13-16_20170315144906.pdf
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